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TechCorroTM[F] films with Bright Idea TechnologyTM 

 
Details 
Some people may think that all VCIs are the same ......... they’d be wrong. 
Can your VCI supplier prove that there is VCI in their film?  Well, we can. 
 
ARMOR’s Bright Idea TechnologyTM is proof positive.  We are the only company in the 
UK with this bright idea.  We are willing to literally shine a black light on our polyethylene 
products to prove the difference between films with and without VCI. 
 
Our credibility is at stake but much more importantly, so is yours.  What brand of 
corrosion protection do you want keeping your investment safe? 
 
How to check 
The pictures on the left provide an indication of how it works.  Under normal lighting the 
films look very similar but shine a ‘black’ light on the films and straight away you will see 
that the TechCorroTM[F] film is bright whilst the other film is dull.  We will be happy to 
demonstrate for you. 
 

Advantages - Benefits 
 A convenient method to confirm VCI in packaging. 
 Assures supply chain partners have incorporated VCI into products. 
 Differentiate between similar looking films with and without VCI. 
 Quality Assurance “quick check” 

 
Other information 
We will be pleased to supply our customers with a ‘black’ light source. 
 
Product handling and storage 
Ideally the material should be kept cool, dry and protected from direct sunlight.  It is 
preferable to keep it in its original wrapping when possible.  If kept in these conditions 
the materials will be effective for a minimum of three years. 
 
Other types of corrosion preventive packaging products 
In addition to a large range of different films, Technology Packaging provides VCI in papers, 
including reinforced types, boards, PE coated materials, chips, plastic, powders and a large number 
of special-purpose laminates.  Skilled technicians are constantly reviewing and developing new 
products that are most often customer led. 
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Under normal light 
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Contact us:
Technology Packaging Ltd
PO Box 44, Northwood 
Middlesex, HA6 3RA, UK
T +44 (0) 203 598 1919
F +44 (0) 203 598 5196
E sales@technologypackaging.com
www.technologypackaging.com
www.metalrescue.co.uk
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  Bags
  Rolls
  Sheets
   
  Corrugated paper  
  Cartons and boards         
  Chips 

  Various desiccant types
  In bags
  Bulk
  
  VCI Foams
  VCI Devices

  A comprehensive range of items including:-   
  handling equipment, heat sealing tools 
  packing benches, packing cases/containers  
  and more. 
 
  Polyethylene films 
  Stretch films
  Shrink films
  Laminated film products
  Bubble films 

  Oil based
  Water based
  VOC free and more…

  Flat papers
  Creped papers
  PE Coated papers 
  Reinforced papers 
  Laminated paper products   

  Plastic items with or without VCI such as:-
  netting, corrugated sheets, wire and more…
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TechCorro [B]
boards

TechCorro [BF]
barrier foils

TechCorro [D]
desiccants

TechCorro [E]
emitters

TechCorro [EQ]
equipment

TechCorro [F]
films

TechCorro [FL]
fluids

TechCorro [P]
papers

TechCorro [PL]
plastics


